Fraternities Pledge 182 New Freshmen
Phi Delta Theta Largest Group, Houses Take Fewer Than Is Customary

Slyly pledge plans are being laid on the backs of 182 men with two fraternity men on each side. On the last day of the fraternity plans, the pledge classes took over the hall for the night and with a show of force, the pledges were able to win in all the pledges.

The Phi Delta Theta had the highest with 28 pledges, while the junior and senior houses had 25 and 18 pledges, respectively.

The Bill of the Student is written by an editor.

Special Honors Go To Three

Jeanette Wines, John Rosa, and Wayne Lee Receive Awards at Assembly

Jeanette E. Wines, Bob, John Rosa, and Wayne Lee were all honored at the annual assembly of the Phi Delta Theta on Monday, April 22.

Jeanette E. Wines, Bob, was awarded the Presidential Medal in recognition of her service to the fraternity. She has been a member for five years and has served as a pledge, junior, and senior. She is currently serving as a chapter officer.

John Rosa, was awarded the Service Medal in recognition of his service to the fraternity. He has been a member for four years and has served as a pledge, junior, and senior. He is currently serving as a chapter officer.

Wayne Lee, was awarded the Academic Medal in recognition of his academic achievements. He has been a member for three years and has served as a pledge and junior. He is currently serving as a chapter officer.

Seymour Is Pep Band Leader

Vandalee Tryouts Set for Tuesday

To Be Held in Auditorium 4-30 p.m.; Need Seven Vocalists

The Vandalee, under the direction of Prof. Archie A. Saul, the new band leader, will hold tryouts for new members in the auditorium at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday.

The Vandalee is composed of 12 members, with a rhythm section, a saxophone section, and a trumpet section. The band is under the supervision of Prof. Archie A. Saul, who has been associated with the Vandalee for three years.

Pres. M. G. Neale Announces Eight New Faculty Appointments

At a meeting of the faculty members, President M. G. Neale announced eight new appointments to the faculty. The appointments were made to fill vacancies created by the retirement of four faculty members.

Frost Eroles Class President

Other Officers Are Dick Bickel, Vice President; Beth Battel, Treasurer

Dorothy Bickel, President, was elected to the position of President of the new Frost Eroles Class. She was elected to the position by an unanimous vote.

The new Frost Eroles Class, which will consist of all Frost Eroles students, will meet regularly to discuss matters of interest to the students.

Tennis, Foot, and Track Teams

The Tennis, Foot, and Track teams will be held on the campus. The Tennis team will be held on the campus, and the Foot and Track teams will be held on the campus.

The teams will be coached by Prof. Archie A. Saul, who has been associated with the teams for three years.

Joe Byington, Business Manager

Byington Bevins

Business Manager

Frank Byington is business manager of the university's business office, which is located in the Administration Building. The office is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

The office is responsible for the operation of the business office, including the maintenance of records, the preparation of reports, and the processing of accounts.

Frost Mixser Is Set for Friday

To Take Place in the Auditorium 4-30 p.m.; Need Seven Vocalists

The Frost Mixser will be held in the auditorium at 4:30 p.m. on Friday.

The Mixser is composed of 12 members, with a rhythm section, a saxophone section, and a trumpet section. The Mixser is under the supervision of Prof. Archie A. Saul, who has been associated with the Mixser for three years.

The Mixser will be coached by Prof. Archie A. Saul, who has been associated with the Mixser for three years.

Millie Anderson, English Teacher

Millie Anderson is an English teacher at the university. She has been associated with the university for three years.

The university is located in the city of Los Angeles, California. It is a public university with an enrollment of 10,000 students. The university offers a wide range of programs in the arts, sciences, and professions.
In Defence of Wooden Buildings

Some of the unlaundred meaty folks on the farm who live in the new coop, the Idaho Club, or for those who have shown in the wooden structures built as the campus during the

They cannot suffer their shy if they do, in fact, have any C.C.C. experience, they all agree that some of the most attractive looking quarters and chambers have the coops.

If you really inspect them, you will be delighted with their stylish appearance.

All of the buildings contain an unusually large area of unemployed and creepy and compared to the miscellaneous hull of the dormitory, the wooden buildings should be far more prominent. There is no comparison, however, and the wooden buildings are getting more permanent structures. The wooden buildings are still in the process of being made up the University.

Applications for building loans from the government have taken over their part in Washington, D.C., for months. Several times have been asked for the University, but only the plans and programmes something up to date. Until the dilatory public works program frankly gives us some wooden buildings, we must get up the wooden buildings.

I wish we had a class in one of these new buildings.

The Cinematicus

FRIDAY and SATURDAY: "The Rotary Club of London" Sunday and Monday: "Cabin Fever".

FRIDAY and SATURDAY: "Traveling Salesman." Standard Quality Picture. R.

REGISTRATION'S over! "Cabin Fever." R.

This is the latest short M.G.M picture co-starring Robert Young and Madame Sono as robots whom the public works program frankly gives us some wooden buildings, we must get up the wooden buildings.

A short story that is the most audio and visual experience that we have for some time. It is in Technicolor and is a smooth, easy-to-watch picture. Technicolor sound. Good sound. Good acting.

CARE OF YOURSELF, in the photograph story, the dancing story of the young man who goes into the "convenience" service—business—without unnecessary results. Betty Field, Rosalind Russell, Joseph Young, Robert Young, complete the cast.

A story of the treatment of the hands and the nature of Chinese food, the wholesome, nutritious, and wholesome food. It is all shown in Technicolor and is a smooth, easy-to-watch picture. Technicolor sound. Good sound.

THE AUTONOMUS deems it exciting early in the evening this Thursday and the wiser than the mere adventures of the Americans frontiers. Idaho Indians, the real heroes of the American film, are the heroes of the picture, and the picture itself is a real hero of the nation.

The picture is a series of camera spotlights on Trumpet-charge horses, which may be a little too much in the eyes of the audience. The audience is well advised to see the picture in Technicolor, and the audience is warned to watch the picture carefully. The audience is warned to watch the picture carefully.

I Saw Esau ---

... hundreds of freshman running around the campus and barking at the buildings with their heads on... many new faculty members giving the the sign that they have been doing a different time finding rows to sleep in for the a.m. night of the dormitory. The dormitory is now a college, the hands of the students, and of the students...

... registration days more approximately representative than ever, the dormitory is now a college, and often one noticed. The hands of the students, and of the students...

... Technicolor sound. Good sound.

The hands of the students, and of the students...

... a building student laboriously finding his nest. Wednesday morning.

Saw Esau and his assistants giving the football boys hearty work in getting them in time for the Big Game at Seattle next week...
New Students Told That Success Depends Upon Themselves

Invaluable and intensive activities in their studies as the best remedy for homesickness was prescribed by President M. G. Neale to approximately 900 freshmen at the freshmen assembly Wednesday night. President Neale quoted briefly and informally to Idaho's banner crowd of newcomers. He reminded the fact that success in college demanded much more than he should be satisfied with a grade of C, and that no student could be considered a college graduate until he obtained a grade of B or better in his work.

President Neale also told the freshmen to beware of any personal complaints. "Don't become disheartened because others seem to be making more progress than you. If you have had the same trials, then your success is sure to come."

President Neale concluded his talk by urging the students to utilize all the opportunities available to them and to take advantage of all the opportunities available to them in the classroom and in their personal lives.

Would Make S.B. 4-Year College

Placing their united support behind the movement to establish a four-year university in Moscow, representatives of the Students' Organization of Moscow University, through a petition signed by the organization of Moscow University, expressed their support for the movement to establish a four-year college in the city. The petition, signed by the president of the university, was presented to the University of Idaho, which had previously expressed its support for the movement.

PLAY SAFE

Send your first laundry bundle to the Moscow Steam Laundry.

You will be safe in knowing that your laundry will be taken care of under sanitary conditions, returned to you fresh and clean and at a reasonable price.

"A Modern Laundry Dispels Its Rival"

COSTLIER TOBACCO!

- Camels are made from four, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCO
- Turkish and Domincan-tobacco, then other popular brands.

CAMEL TOBACCO Company, Richmond, Va.

DANCE AT THE BLUE BUCKET INN

RED TICKET DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT

COME AND HEAR THE NEW BLUE BUCKET BAND

WHITE TICKET DANCE SAT. NIGHT
**First Game Scrimmage Shows Vandal Weak Spots**

**Clapp Announces Enlarged Program for Intramural Athletics**

More details are in Coach Bank

in Second Week of Practice

Combining flashes of brilliance with bold moves from fumble and
poor defense, Coach Tom's Bobcats are giving their heart and
soul to football, as they have shown in previous practice sessions.

Wednesday's practice saw the team working hard to improve,
and the intensity was high. The players were focused on making
the most of their time on the field.

Phelan's Huskies

Doped to Win

Veteran Team at Washington

Tampa, California

Bron: Southern Ca,

Dark Horse

Toirling Washington's Tampa

Tampa, Florida

and San Diego, the Bobcats

are looking to prove that

they can compete with the best.

The team has been practicing

hard to prepare for the coming

season, and they are ready to

take on any challenge.

Continued drill is in store for

the Bobcats, who are

prepared to give their all.

**COACHING INSTRUCTS FOR SPRINTS**

Plymouth Rock's starting

quarterback, John Jepper, was
called on to show a variety of

moves and tricks. He

demonstrated a wide range of

skills, from throwing

the ball to running and passing.

The team is looking forward to

these practice sessions, and

they are confident in their

ability to improve.

Mix Work and Play

In Frosh Football

Football practice that is

presently being held will be
concluded by December 26, 1935,

and the varsity team will

have a week off before

starting again.

In the meantime, the

frosh team is practicing

their skills and

learning new techniques.

**COACH BANK'S INSTRUCTIONS**

Phelan, with an average

of three points and six

defensive touchdowns, is

looking to make a name for

himself in the league.

The Bobcats are determined
to show their best, and

they are eager to

perform.

**Athletes Invited to Join Vandal Club**

Members of the Vandal

Athletic Club are invited
to join the Vandal Club,

which is open to all

students.

The club offers

opportunities for

practice and

recreation, as well as

athletic competitions.

Get measured for your Fall Suit or Top Coat. But have it done by one who knows how, then you are sure it will fit you and be right in style. See the new Fall patterns we offer for $25

Pennell the Tailor

Sixth St Below Main

---

The Idaho Argonaut, Moscow, October 29, 1935

**Fall Brogues**

It has been said

that American men as a whole are the best
dressed in the world...Thousands of them wear
to paint the course, a coat, a
clothing style that fits

Chase Bank, a popular

to a great extent.

This is the complete
game of

varied style.

The Home of Good Clothes

Every man should have at least one pair of

them. This combination of rugged
duroes means only in California brogues

These are sold exclusively in Moscow

by the Bank.

The reason is that

these shoes pay their way in service and
delivery suits are

and serviceable.
Thetas and L.D.S. Lead in Scholarship

Winning group scholarship honors is getting to be a habit with two social groups, the Yaquis and the L.D.S., both of which are on the Theta and L.D. Balance, and are winning honors.

Grades vary for last year's average of 4.18, but President Donaldson is increasing the score to nearly 4.20 for all those engaged in the fraternity. The Yaquis have just one term of records in their first year's work.

Drake and Stanhope

Drake and Stanhope are the highest two groups with an average of 4.20 for all the Theta fraternity. Stanhope is the highest group with an average of 4.20 for all the Theta fraternity. Stanhope is the highest group with an average of 4.20 for all the Theta fraternity. Stanhope is the highest group with an average of 4.20 for all the Theta fraternity.

Additional Sports

Track Will Continue Whole Year According to Ryan

Track will be developed and extended to the fullest possible extent during the upcoming year. The 1935 season will be the first in which the track team will be supported by the students and staff. The team will compete in the national league for the first time in 1935.

Cornell Meet in Spring

A meet will be held in the spring for the first time since the team was organized in 1930. Track will be the only sport in the meet, and the meet will be held on Friday, April 12, at 2:00 p.m. The meet will be held in the spring for the first time since the team was organized in 1930.

New Lights Allow Late Practice

Frequent rain has forced the team to practice indoors. The team has been able to practice indoors three times, and it is expected that the team will be able to practice indoors for the rest of the season. The team is practicing indoors three times, and it is expected that the team will be able to practice indoors for the rest of the season.

Football Periodicals Praise Idaho Gridiron

One more the University and the Idaho News have received publicity because of their football players, and this time it comes from The Football Periodical, which has been in the news for the past few weeks.

SCHOOL SPIRIT

The University and the Idaho News have received publicity because of their football players, and this time it comes from The Football Periodical, which has been in the news for the past few weeks.